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WHY LOCALIZE

LOCALIZE a statewide news
release with a picture of local
people. This photo and caption
tell Montomery County residents
about warranties. See pages 4
and 5.
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So, the best way the editor down the
street can compete is to provide something
other news sources can't-the local angle.
In fact, a smvey of Missouri editors
showed they ranked local news first--even
above "timeliness" and advertising. People like to read about themselves, their
neighbors and the groups they know. That
means an effective way to contribute to
local media is to adapt widely circulated
news items to meet local conditions.
Mass media also can make teaching or
public service more effective. Through the
media, a livestock specialist can "travel"
to more farms, homes and offices in a few
minutes than he can reach in a month by
car. So localizing articles, while it will
take time, really pays off. It just means
using time differently. Give most people
the specifics they need through the mass
media or through a newsletter. Try to
reserve travel for those times when nothing
else will work or for times when the
personal touch is important.
Providing the local angle takes time.
However, without it, some editors say a
release "goes right into the circular file."

ing of state-circulated press releases, ''fillin'' stories, radio spots and newsletter
articles . Localizing a story just means
providing a local aspect. For example, for
a state-circulated news release, a campusbased journalist might interview a campus
expert about the impact of rising energy
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Editors of most small daily and weekly
newspapers say their survival depends on
local news. After all, most of their readers can get national news from television
or radio networks, national news magazines, or the country's major newspapers.

HOW TO PROVIDE
LOCAL ANGLE
So, how do you "localize" a story? To
figure that out we will examine the localiz-
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costs on farm operations. The journalist
cannot report how people in every county
think energy costs can affect them. In
other words, the campus journalist cannot
provide the local angle for your counties.
But you can. An area extension specialist can interview county farmers or Joan
officers, citing them on the effect of
energy costs on them and the community.
Such an article could develop the local
angle in several ways: The names of the
farmers, bankers and fuel dealers could
provide the neighbors aspect. Their quotes
and examples would touch on local situations, places and people. Their comments on the effects of energy costs would
provide the local impact. So your article
stands a better chance of being printed in
your paper than one written by a full-time
journalist and distributed statewide.
For example, advance stories-written
to be easily localized by area extension
specialists-were done on a cattle feeding
seminar. They doubled the total circulation
of a state-wide version of the same story
distributed to Missouri newspapers
through a ready-to print clip sheet.

CUT AND PASTE

Mrs. Joe Stevens, past president of
the Montgomery Co. Extension
Homemakers Council, warns homemakers to check guarantees on
small appliances like this.

Bring the facts and theory of the campus
specialist "home" to the readers by inserting local details . Localize the story by
thinking of where examples ·best fit. Then,
literally, cut the story apart at those points
and paste in the local examples . Or, better,
do it electronically on a microcomputer.
If the story must cover a few counties, try
to include an example from one county on
one aspect of the story, an example from
another county on a different aspect
and so on.
Compare the state-wide story with its
two localized versions (on pages 2 and 3).
Both the Northwest and the Boonslick
stories provide local material. But in the
Boonslick story, the order of the para-

*Refer to Communications Guide CM300, Newswriting, CM301, Know Your Audience by Knowing the News Values; CM302 , News Value by the Types of Journalism.
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EXAMPLE 2:
NORTHWEST AREA
VERSION

EXAMPLE 1:
STATE-WIDE VERSION
Note that the lead-the first paragraph-stresses the general need to soil
test. It uses a state specialist as the major
source . Soil test reason #I : farmer removed crop stubble. Details follow on
general practices in state. Allows room for
localizing at this point in release. Soil test
reason #2 : irrigation article unfolds, giving more depth and details.

DROUGHT REQUIRES
SOME TO SOIL TEST
COLUMBIA, Mo.-As a result of this past summer 's drought, many Missouri farmers may need to
have their soi l tested before next spring, says Roger
Forage. agronomy speciali st at the University of
Missouri-Columbia.
" Falling into that category are farmers who removed crop stubble for baling to compensate for short
feed suppl y or farmers who are considering irrigation
because of droughts," Forage says.
A soil test will help the farmer determine how
much of those nutrients should be put back into the
soil next spring or over the next few growing seasons.

If a farmer considering irrigation sends a soil
sample to UMC, he may indicate his "new yield
plateau" on the soi l-test form.
Those need ing a soil test may want to take samples
this fall before a hard freeze sets in, says Forage, to
allow plenty of time for planting for next growing
season.
An added benefit of the soil test is that it encourages farmers to se lect crop options over the next four
growing seasons (or over the next two, in the case of
double-cropping) .
Because of increased interest in soil testing in
Missouri , Forage says there is a growing market for
soil testing services with more sophisticated means of
taking samples. Farmers in Northwest Missouri have
started a cooperative for soil testing using a hydraulic
probe on a truck to take samples.
The quality of the sample is important for the test
Forage says. Samples should be taken at about seven
inches and should include a composite of soi ls from
each field.
Forage recommends UM Guide 9075 , " How to
Take a Good Soil Sample ,'' available at your county
extension center.

If a farmer did not remove com stalks , the soil
should have " pretty good carryover of phosphorus
and potassium, " Forage says .

· 'The stress on nutrients is increased because yield
is greater," he adds. ''The soil is usually not able to
supply sufficient zinc for crops under irrigation."

QUOTE YOURSELF
Another way of localizing is to quote
yourself. Interpret or modify what the state
specialist says to better suit the needs of
your audience. But never "localize" by
just substituting your name . State specialists can make mistakes. So can state
information specialists. Chances are you

Local aspects are set in bold face.
DROUGHT REQUIRES SOME
TO RUN SOIL TESTS
NORTHWEST, Mo.- As a result of thi s past
summer's drought , many farmers in this area may
need to have their soil tested before ne xt spring ,
says Roger Forage. agronomy specialist at the
University of Missouri-Columbia.
"Falling into that category are farmers who removed crop stubble for baling to compensate for short
feed supply or farmers who are considering irrigation
because of droughts ," Forage says.

"In the Northwest Missouri area, farmers are
more likely to have removed crop stubble than in
other areas of the state," says (Name him) , area
extension agronomy specialist in (Name town).
Over the years, he says, many farmers have
removed fences to increase field size. Because of
this they bale crop stubble and remove bales to
fenced areas where cattle feed on it. "A farmer
probably could run an electric wire around these
unfenced stubble fields and let the livestock harvest what they want more economically than
baling and hauling the stubble to another location," says (Last name of specialist).

''A ny farmer, who wants to move into irrigation
because of drought , definitely should soil test and
possibl y include a zi nc test ," he says.

graphs also was changed to better reflect
the Boonslick' s heavy irrigation. Paragraphs in the state story simply were cut
apart and rearranged to emphasize irrigation.

Note: The lead and second paragraph
are the same as in the state story. Northwest Missouri farmers are more likely to
have baled crop stubble; therefore, best
break point to localize. Continues localizing by telling what happens in area .
Quotes self as local reference-gives story
credibility because he's known in area.
Finally, continues with original story.

will, too, if you just put your name in for
someone else's. For example, drought
conditions one summer were especially
bad in Boone County. Had a writer in
Mexico, Missouri , just one county away,
run the same facts they would have been
"totally misleading." That's what an editor for the Mexico (MO) Daily Ledger
said, because it just wasn't that dry there.
So, if the state specialist's words need
changing, make the changes and cite
yourself, pasting your paragraph over his
or hers if it says essentially the same
thing. Do the same for any other additions or changes, making sure to cite the
source for each.
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FILL-IN STORIES
If "names make news," as journalists
say, then "local names make local news. "
Routine stories that list the names of those
attending meetings or workshops or those
of winners of awards , scholarships or
county fair competitions can give the
editors the names they want. These stories
tell readers what their neighbors are
doing, besides telling them about your
program .
With short lists of names, add some
biographical background and perhaps a
quote on the workshop or on winning
entries. But when lists are long, work

EXAMPLE 3:
BOONSLICK AREA
VERSION
"In this way the only plant nutrients that would
be removed would be utilized by the animal and
dry matter and manure would remain in the
fields."
"But if you've baled and removed stover, you
probably should soil test in order to determine
that you have enough plant nutrients in the soil,
(Last name) says.
"If in a drought situation, Forage says, "area
farmers have removed a fodder or taken it off with
silage, the quantity of removed phosphorus and
potassium are much greater than in the just removed
grain."

Note that the agronomy specialist
quotes himself in the localized version. He
knows that local names are important. As
the area specialist, he is aware of specific
conditions. One caution, try to get the
editor to avoid putting a byline on your
localized stories, especially if you quote
yourself within the story.
Local conditions are different in another
part of the state. A former Boonslick area
agronomist, localized the state story
another way.

through reporters or editors, with a cover
letter or a visit. Also work through them
when the coverage area you want to reach
includes several newspapers or broadcast
stations. For those long lists, list participants' names under their city or county.
Then alphabetize the lists by city or
county, so journalists can easily find people from their circulation area. Sometimes
the participants can "write the story" by
filling in the blanks themselves, during
registration .
In large organizations, like the extension service, state contest coordinators can
help local people localize the stories by
providing the number of total entries and

You could come up with a localized
headline for the adapted release. Again,
keep the first two paragraphs of the original story. Boonslick farmers are more apt
to irrigate so the specialist changes the
story to fit the area. Also uses self as local
authority. Continues to localize to fit area
conditions . Quotes himself. Local aspects
are set in bold face.

IRRIGATORS IN BOONSLICK
MAY NEED TO SOIL TEST
MONTGOMERY CITY-Because of last summer 's
drought , many area farmers may need to have their
soil tested before next spring. says Roger Forage,
agronomy spec iali st at the Un ive rsity of MissouriColumbia.
" Falling into that category are farmers who removed crop stubble for baling to compensate for short
feed supply or farmers who are considering irrigation
because of droughts," Forage says.

Area extension agronomist (Name specialist),
Montgomery City, points out that a number of
farmers in the Boonslick area are planning to
irrigate to increase their yields.
"If you' re spending all sorts of money for
irrigation equipment, there's no need to spend any
more money on fertilizer than you have to. A soil
test will enable you to figure out your fertilizer
needs accurately," (Last name of specialist) says.
"A little nitrogen gives a good yield, but as you
increase applications of nitrogen, your yield per
unit of fertilizer drops off," he says. This "diminishing return" effect occurs to a lesser degree
with potassium and phosphate. "A soil test is
cheap. Extra fertilizer isn't."
(Last name) says soil test figures for Montgomery County indicate that the soil here tends to lack

the number of entries in each category.
Sometimes judges' observations about an
overall class of entries or their positive
observations about individual winning entries also can be included. (See Example
4 .)

Much of this type of fill-in localization
can be done with the " merge" function
available in the word processing software
used on most microcomputers.

LOCALIZING
NEWSLETTER
MATERIAL
A state or nationally circulated newsletter provides a special-interest audience the
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potassium and that farmers getting soil samples
should especially note potassium levels.
He adds that area farmers can check with him to
see soil test tabulations for the county.
Forage says, "A ny farmer, who wants to move into
irrigation because of the drought, definitely should
soil test and possibly include a zinc test."
' 'The stress on nutrients is increased because yield
is greater. " he adds. The so il is usually not able to
supply sufficient zinc for crops under irrigation.
If a farmer considering irrigation sends in a soil
sample to UMC. he may indicate his " new yield
plateau" on the soil test form.
" If in a drought situation," Forage says, "the
farmer has removed fodder or taken it off with si lage ,
the quantity of removed phosphorus and potassium
are much greater than if he just removed grain."
A so il test will help the farmer determine how
much of those nutrients should be put back into the
soil next spring or over the next few growing seasons.
If a farmer did not remove si lage , the soil should have
"pretty good carryover of phosphorus and potassium," Forage says.
Those needing a so il test may want to take samples
thi s fall before a hard freeze sets in . to allow plenty of
time for planting for next growing season, Forage
says.

Note that the basic organization of the
original story has been reversed, stressing
irrigation information first (this is important for Boonslick farmers) and placing
information on crop stubble at the end of
the story. (Some may need to know this in
the Boonslick area, but not as many as
those who need to know about the irrigation angle.)

latest facts and information . Share those
insights and facts by localizing them . A
newspaper column or a radio spot can gain
greater credibility and a greater audience
by including local names and by citing
local people . Compare this newsletter
example with its newspaper and radio
versions. (Examples 5 and 6.)

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY
APPROACH
Topics, like this example on appliances,
occasionally cross subject-matter lines .
The appliance stories could be developed

or a few local names, you can "market"
the state information through different
media , from television to newspaper.
In fact, material from a clothing and
textiles newsletter was used 37 times .
Usage ranged from mass media to a talk
with high school students.
Perhaps the best way to localize is to
feed local examples and your ideas on
local angles to those in the media . If you
sell the story angle well, they will cover it.
That almost insures its publication and the
visibility your program may need.

into a series with specialists in family
economics and management , interior design and in farm management sharing the
work . Their brainstorming and cooperative effort could lead to a multi-media
teaching approach reaching local audiences through their favorite media. The
family economics and management specialist could cover budget , cost-benefit
comparisons and warranties. The interior
design specialist could relate to life-style ,
color and placement questions . The farm
management specialist could look at the
overall economic and family needs picture of the farm enterprise.
They could mention the best local
sellers, product or store availability, and
comparisons in warranties, citing local
merchants and others in the communityespecially a local family or two who have
worked out their major purchases successfully.

WRAPUP
So, the main idea is to build upon
information you extract from existing material. By adding jus! ;_; little local material

EXAMPLE 4: 4-H
LOCAL 4-H'ER NAMED
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER

of

(full local name)

, Mo.-

(your town)

(hometown)

-------------------------------

has been named to rece ive a special schol arsh ip

award to the University of Missouri-Columbia.
(son/daughter)

(1st name)

(He/She)

(4-H project area)

work in

----------------

(parents' name),

will receive a $ 100 scholarship and a plaque for

(address)

(his/her)

of Mr. and Mrs.

(n umber)

was among

Missouri 4-H'ers named winners in this

year' s competition.

(If possible, add biographical data on the 4-H'er and perhaps a quote or summary regarding the project.)
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EXAMPLE 5:
APPLIANCE WARRANTIES:
NEWSLETTER
This newsletter example is based upon
data collected from several sources by an
area specialist. One could adapt this article
to other media several ways by quoting
local sources, telling readers or listeners
where to get more information or help,
going into greater detail on certain major
appliances or making comparisons.
As a consumer, you should know the answers to the
following questions before purchasing major appliances.
1. Does the warranty or guarantee cover the entire
product ? Only certain parts? Is the labor included ?
2. Who is responsible for repairing the product?
The dealer? A service agency? The manufacturer?
3. Who pays for repairs? Parts ? Labor? Shipping
charges?
4. How long does the warranty or guarantee last
on the entire product 1 On individual parts or
assemblies?
5. If the product is out of use because of a service
problem, or if it has to be removed from the
home for repair, will a substitute be provided?
By whom?
Warranties are pledges that manufacturers make to
consumers regarding the materials and workmanship
in their products. These can be the best years the
American consumer has ever known. Never before
have manufacturers offered such a varied choice of
models, style and color in their products. However,
the consumer may forget that these products are
purchased with warranties that also can be of significant value. It is the consumer's responsibility to know
the exact terms of the warranty before buying the
product.
The term "guarantee" and "warranty " are used
interchangeably.
A warranty is a written promise (made at the time
of sale) regarding product performance . It becomes a
part of the transaction between supplier and purchaser. The promise generally states what the supplier will do over a specific period of time if a product
becomes defective.

EXAMPLE 6:
APPLIANCE
WARRANTIES:
RADIO SPOT
(30 seconds)
From the newsletter, short public service messages could be prepared for radio
or TV. These could give one point , plus
where to get more help . There's not much
time for names , just one will help localize.
Every (NAME-OF-COUNTY) resident needs to
know about appliance warranties before buying. A
warranty is a written promise made at the time of sale
regarding product performance . Reputable manufacturers and dealers stand behind their warranties. For
more information contact (GIVE-YOUR-NAME) at
the University Extension Center (NAME OF
COUNTY) or call (PHONE NUMBER).

EXAMPLE 7:
APPLIANCE
WARRANTIES:
RADIO INTERVIEW
(1 minute)

EXAMPLE 8:
NEWS ARTICLE:
MERCHANT ADVISES
RESIDENTS TO READ
WARRANTIES

This is just an example. The specialist
could appear as a guest, ask a local person
to discuss the topic , or use this as a news
show item.
By using local guests familiar with the
topic, greater meaning can be given to the
need to learn about warranties.

The most important detail for the reader
is used as the news story lead. Direct
quotes taken from interviews add depth
and validity to the article.
Using prominent local figures allows
more depth and thoroughness in reporting.
Credibility is essential so select local
figures with a direct relationship to the
topic . This article easily adapts to different
communities. Adding local names and
their messages is all that is needed.

INTERVIEWER: (Name of County) Merchants
Association says more people are concerned about
product durability and warranties than ever before.
Today's "Homemaker Update" covers: warranties.
I'm (NAME) and today (NAME OF COUNTY)
County Merchants Association head , (Give full
name), is my guest. (Merchant's last name), what
should consumers know before buying a major
appliance?
GUEST: (Explains that consumers should ask):
1. What does the warranty or guarantee cover?
2. Who is responsible for repairing the product?
3. Who pays for repairs, parts, labor and shipping
charges?
4. How long does each part of the warranty or
guarantee last?
INTERVIEWER: (Asks guest to explain warranties).
GUEST: (Defines warranties as pledges that manufacturers make to consumers regarding the materials
and workmanship in their products. Then mentions
local plant managers or merchants regarding their
warranties and the fact that they carry one. Notes
warranties often are the most significant value attached to the product. Says most merchants feel it is
the responsibility of the consumer to know the exact
terms of the warranty.)
INTERVIEWER: (Asks what happens if the consumer has problems getting a warranty honored?
What should the consumer do? Any spec ific examples?)
GUEST: (Notes the consumer can contact the
Better Business Bureau located at [Address and
Phone Number], the Merchants Association or the
District Attorney. Explains negotiation and investigation process. May cite local examples of problems
and what happened.)
INTERVIEWER: (Closes program .)

Explain terms. Definitions should be
concise and close to the introduction of the
term. The lead should be supported with
necessary details-in this case, the District Attorney 's information.
(Your Town)-(Business Man's Name) , head of
the (Your County) Merchants Associations said,
"Most merchants feel it is the responsibility of the
consumer to know the exact terms of the warranty
before he or she buys."
Source defines warranties as pledges manufacturers make to consumers regarding the material and
workmanship of the products at the time of purchase.
Says warranty, "often is the most significant value
attached to the product." Most (Your County) merchants willingly honor warranties , source says. However, if anyone has a problem , contacting the Merchants Association is a step in the right direction.
(Your Town) District Attorney, (Attorney ' s
Name), says his office is available to assist any
resident. The District Attorney's staff generally
handles this type of investigation and negotiation
several times a year. Another alternative is the Better
Business Bureau. Generally, the cases are time
consuming but usually are settled to everyone's
satisfaction, (Attorney's Name) said.

EXAMPLE 9:
FAMILY FARM
RADIO PROGRAM
Here's an example of related broadcast
coverage from a farm management program. Note the area specialist uses average incomes , special case studies of families and his or her own presence to
localize the story.
SPECIALIST: " Yesterday, we discussed some
changes in farm life . One of them is the more active
role many farm wives play in the farming operation.
For example , women are supporting such workshops
as the Feminine Farrowing School, estate planning
and safety clinics.
" Through money management sessions, families
have learned how much money is needed to support
their 'family living costs.' And, they are often
shocked at the amount.
"Farm families tend to underestimate the amount
they 're spending for family living . I'd say very few
families in our program are getting by on spending
less than $ 10,000/year for a family of four. A study in
the Show-Me Area showed the average for 50
families there to be around $14,000.
'' Farm expenses generally supersede family household expenditures. For example one county family
needed to replace their broken refrigerator. The
purchase would drastically alter their budget. They
needed seed money for their farm operation. So they
had to weigh repairing the old refrigerator against
replacing it with a new or used model. Knowledge of
budgeting , comparison shopping and alternative
funding was crucial. Long and short range solutions
ranged from buying the top quality new refrigerator
or getting the least expensive used one " to get by." In
the end, the family chose to buy a less expensive new
model and to borrow more money for seed.
The strong warranty on the new model was a key
aspect in their decision.

■ Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension Work Acts of May 8 and June 30, 1914 in cooperation with the United States Department of
Agriculture. Gail L. Imig, Interim Director, Cooperative Extension, University of Missouri and Lincoln University, Columbia, Missouri 65211 ■ An

equal opportunity institution.
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